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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS - summary 
 

Urban-architectural solution with the Study including recommendations for manner of 
urbanization of  Sadine  area in Podgorica 

30 January - 23 February 2018 
 

1. Does a responsible person of architectural profession must have the appropriate license 
of the parent state or it is obliged the license to be from Montenegro?    
The responsible person of architectural profession must enclose the copy of the appropriate parent 
state license, that is the state in which it has been issued.    
 
2. Have you planned to translate and publish the relevant material (PUP 
 excerpt and similar)  in order foreign architects and planners to get acquainted with the theme 

and task?   
The competition documents has been published in the original, that is, in Montenegrin language, 
and it is the only language in which it shall be available.    
 
3. There is a limit in the international traffic that total sum of the package volume + largest 

package dimension must not exceed 3m which proposed format of A0 delivery does not meet. 
Also, Post of Montenegro, that is, Customs of Montenegro consider presence of more than CD in a 
package a distribution. So, on the occasssion of sending we had to send only one CD in order the 
package to be received as a non commercial package. We would appreciate if you could consider 
dimensions of  the panel and number of  CD copies which are to be sent by a package to meet the 
standards required by the Post of Montenegro so that participant avoid unnecessary problems 
when sending works. We consider panels   of 100x70 or similar format  could be accepted by the 
Post with no problems.  
Manner and place of delivery of competition works are defined by item 6 subitem 6.4 of the 
competition announcement. Participants may deliver the competition work by other methods   as 
well but it has to be in the form prescribed by the announcement.    
 
4. Is there a registration of participants interested in elaboration of the competition and 

where foundations for competition elaboration may be found?  
Decision on the announcement   does not provide registration of participants interested in the 
competition elaboration.   
Foundations and complete competition documents may be taken over from the internet page of the 
Secretariat for spatial planning and development and environmental protection:  
http://www.sekretarijat-za-plurzs.podgorica.me/konkurs-za-izradu-idejnog-urbanisticko-
arhitektonskog-rjesenja-prostora-sadina 
 
5. Is the language of the competition Serbian or Bosnian? May a shopping mall be put in the 

area? Is there a height limitation of buildings? An already urbanized area is put within that area. 
What do you have to da at that area? Must specific settlements for tourists as a hotel zone be 
created or not? 
In accordance with item 6, subitem 6.1 of the Competition announcement, competition work and 
complete related documents must be in Montenegrin language. General guidelines for planning are 
defined by the Spatial-urban plan of the Capital town Podgorica and valid regulation with 
reference to spatial planning and construction of buidlings.  
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6. May the competition work be delivered by e mail because the price of delivery of printed 

work to prescribed address from abroad is too high? Why is it necessary to deliver laminated 
drawings?   
The form for delivery of the competition work is defined in item 6 of the act of competition 
announcement (Equipment of the competition work) as follows: Competition works are to be 
delivered in analog and digital  form in eight copies. Analog form of the competition work is made 
of: eight copies of the work (A3 format) and maximum of six copies of laminated enclosures (A0 
format). If participants estimate that design can be more credible and better presented on lagre 
number of laminated drawings, they may do that, but the maximum number of added drawnigs 
must be four (ten in total). Laminated enclosures should contain the most representative spatial 
displays and all works shall be presented at the exhibition which shall be organized after publishing 
the results of the competition. Digital form of the competition work is made of: eight discs (CD or 
DVD) with works and laminated enclosures in pdf. 
  
7. May the location boundary to be elaborated by the competition be enlarged, specifically, in 

the northern part, one narrow zone against Bulevar SKOJ-a is out of the area range.  We 
consider that area is natural and logical extension of a location Sadine. What is the status of 
the buildings which are located along the SKOJ street, are they legalized, what are the 
purposes, which plan encompasses them?  

Boundary of the area is defined by the Spatial-urban plan of the Capital town Podgorica. The 
narrow zone in which there are certain buildings is approximately 2 ha (as per the area of Detailed 
urban plan “Tolosi 2”) and it shall not be included in the subject area in this stage of urban 
elaboration of area and the buildings which are located along the Skoja street shall be the subject 
of elaboration during the planning document elaboration. In the continuation of  Skoja street, in 
the part towards Sadine to the forest park Tološi, there is a narrow zone of settlements which 
belongs to the area of  a Detailed urban plan “Tolosi 1” so correction of boundary shall not be made 
on this part either. General purpose of the subject area (narrow zone), in accordance with the 
Spatial urban plan of the Capital town Podgorica is mixed purpose. Participants may provide 
conceptual solutions as regards development of the contact area, that is, area outside the 
competition task, optionally.  
8. Is it necessary to obey the principle 50% of planned areas to be green or agricultural 

areas?    
It has been proposed the subject area to be covered by 50% of greenery but it is not binding. The 
result of analysis will show if it is necessary less or more greenery, which should be adequately 
explained in the Study, respecting the public interest and importance of the location for wider area 
of Podgorica.    
 
9. Does the existing parcelation and ownership structure condition new urban solution, 

considering the small parceling in certain parts of Sadine?     
Constructed structure in the area should be treated as the current status to be kept, with the fact 
that it is expected a proposal of spatial composition and traffic infrastructure improvement.    
 
10.  Considering that the subject land is privately owned, how will the owner's requests for 

greater construction in this area be treated?  
Interests and wishes of land owners are important but not binding for participant in the 
competition, and consideration of   the same   shall be the obligation of the future   developer of the 
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planning document. As it is stated in the competition task, “basic aim of the competition is a 
selection of the competition work which shall provide the highest quality proposals for urban 
solution of the area with the architecture of buidlings at the level of a concept, the most rational 
solution of infrastructural systems and other factors of modern urban areas, and on the basis of a 
Study which shall define and justify the competition solution”.  
 
11. Is it realistic the principle of realocation in Montenegro, is this the way to resolve fairly 

the distribution of developed and undeveloped area privately owned?  Considering that this 
concept does not exist in the Law regulations of Montenegro, can you explain what are the 
principles the realocation principle should be  based on?  

Synonym for urban realocation from Montenegrin regulation is the term of commasation,   defined 
in the chapter IV of the Law on agricultural land (Official Gazette of Montenegro, 15/92, 59/92, 
59/92, 27/94, Official Gazette of Montenegro", 73/10, 32/11).1 
  Analog form of the competition work is made of eight copies of the work  (A3 format) and max six 
copies of laminaed enclosures   (A0 format). 
 
 
12. Is the purpose of PUP Podgorica binding for the location of Sadine and certain parts of it?     
General purpose – areas for mixed purposes from the Spatial  urban plan of the Capital town 
Podgorica, as valid plan for the subject area, is binding.    
 
13. Are corrections of traffic in nearby/contact DUPs possible, for more logical and better 

connection of the location?  PUP provides extension of the roads in the area   Podgorica – 
Mareza, however, in the existing planning documents, SKOJ street and Partizanski put street are 
in the similar profile as  the existing status.   May the new solution predict extension of the stated 
streets   so   that the profile includes four traffic lanes?  
Participants in the competition are free to give proposal of the traffic infrastructure in accordance 
with proposed urban solution, which may purport significant changes in relation to the current 
status in the area.   
 
14. What is implied by the term cost-effectiveness of the competitive solution?  Does it mean 

that the most cost effective   competition solution is the one which shall use the existing 
parceling and ownership structure? Does it mean that planning of public areas and public 
buidlings on private property shall be characterized as uneconomical and unacceptable?  

The most cost effective solution from the point of view of the Capital town Podogorica relates   
primarily to    communal   equipping of the construction land. Considering that Sadine is the area 
for which guidelines   for planning and development with reference to the purpose which is not 
agricultural arable area have been given by the planning document for the first time, it is not 
realistic  to expect  that requirements of all owners of  cadastral parcels shall be met, as in any 
other similar case having the same situation.  
 
15. Considering that a table with urban parameters is required, should a solution contain the 

complete parceling?   Should coordinates of crossover points of urban parcels be provided?     
It is not necessary to provide, in the competition work, the coordinates  of crossover points of urban 
parcels.   An author of the winning work shall be obliged to deliver to the carrier of the works 

                                                           
1 Connection : response to question 26. 
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relating to the area and construction of the Capital town the editable version of   graphical 
enclosures of the competition work because it should serve as the foundation  for elaboration of the 
planning document.    
 
16. Should the area be divided in Zones and Blocks   in accordance with the Rulebook on the 

closer content and form of the planning document?   
It is desirable the planned area to be divided into zones and blocks, in accordance with the stated 
rulebook.    
 
17. Should the complete competition solution be graphically processed in order to be in 

accordance with the Rulebook on closer content and form of the planning document?    
Elaboration of competition work is in accordance with the valid regulation from the point of view 
of the future developer of the planning document and carrier of preparation   works from the public 
sector is more receptive in the procedure of coordintation with guidelines for elaboration of the 
planning document.    
 
18. The item 5 defines the content and ratio of graphical enclosures. Item 6.2 requires 

delivery  of graphical enclosures   in the format of A3 paper as well. Did you mean the enclosures 
to be printed on an arbitrary scale in which the drawing shall be fitted into A3 format or should 
enclosures be printed in larger format in given ratio which would subsequently be formatted to 
A3 format?  
The competition work should   be in the A3 format notebook. The authors may enclose graphical 
enclosures in larger format but they certainly must be arranged in A3 format notebook. 
 
19. What is predicted with the current transmission line,   should it take into account its existing 

route in the development of a town planning solution?   
 

Through ther area of Sadine   an important corridor of   electric-energy infrastructure passes,   the 
transmission line  110 kV Podgorica 2 - Podgorica 42.  The transmission line 110 kV Podgorica 1 – 
Budva passed through the area of   Sadine, but it was previously completely dismantled and 
abolished. TS 35/10 kV Ljubović is planned to be abolished. Planned activities in the part of electric 
energy infrastructure at the territory of Podgorica until 2025 may be found in the Spatial urban 
plan of the Capital ton Podgorica.  
 
20. Is the projected sanitary sewage at  kp 4127 binding for maintenance in the new 

solution?  If it is  binding, we must predict the public area, as stated in ViK conditions.   
Technical documents for sewer collectors, stated in the act of cadastre of hydrotechnical 
installations of the company “Vodovod i kanalizacija” doo has been made and realization has not 
bee started yet. It should be taken into account, and if the competition work offers more rational 
alternative, it shall be considered during the assessment procedure.   
 
21. Please check the format of required detailed display of the competition work, namely, 

proposed   norm   places display over 2 posters of A0 dimensions.  
In ccordance with item 6, sub-item 6.2 of the competition announcement, number of laminated 
graphical enclosures   of    A0 (841x1189) dimensions   must not exceed six and it depends on the 
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participant the manner of the drawing organization. If participants estimate that design can be 
more credible and better presented on lagre number of laminated drawings, they may do that, but 
the maximum number of added drawnigs must be four (ten in total). 
 
22. Chapter 5 of the competition task- PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS, provides guidelines for 

quality program study, among others, it is stated the questionnaire which has been conducted 
with the owners of private lands, please elaborate. How to get information about the owners or 
they may be contacted from abroad?  
Data obout ownership of cadastral parcels are transparent and may be taken from the website of 
the Real estate directorate of Montenegro. Conducting of the questionnaire with the owners and 
acquiring insight into their wishes and requirements may be performed but is not binding.  
 
23. Studentska street, as one of the wider axes surrounding the competition territory, is 

connected on the southeast side with Branka Deletica street, not far beyond the boundaries of 
the competition location. For the purposes of   better traffic solution, we would like to know may 
the newly envisaged profile of Branka Deletica street be continued outside the competition 
location to connection with Studentska street?  
As stated in the announcement, aim of the competition is to achieve improvement of the urban 

structure of town and creation of new modern affirmative area which implies a proposal of the 
traffic network within the area and its immediate surrounding ( or wider, depending on the vision 
of development proposed in the Study). 
 
24. For better display of connections of the traffic solution in wider context, we would ask 

for the supplement of enclosed cadastral plan in dwg.  
Competition documents shall be supplemented with geodetic basis with wider surrounding.    
 
25. The text states that Mixed purpose  is provided including the agriculture. At the same 

time, it is emphasized that it is desirable to green 50% of the area. Are agricultural areas 
included in the green area quota?  
In accordance with the Regulation on closer content and form of the planning document, criteria of 
area purpose, elements of urban regulation and unique graphical symbols (Official Gazette of 
Montenegro no. 24/10 and 33/14), agricultural areas and areas for landscape development – areas 
of urban greenery are  of various purpose within detailed categories of area purposes. One of the 
Study goals should be checking of required area under public greenery. The area proposed by the 
Spatial – urban plan of the Capital town Podgorica of approximately 50% is not binding and thus, 
it is necessary, after the analysis of  Sadine area and surrounding, to establish requirements for 
greenery and explain in the Study and integrate in the urban solution.  
____________________________________ 
4 Enclosure: DV 110 kV Podgorica 2 - Podgorica 4 (.kmz) 

 
26. To what extent it is advisable to take into consideration the existing parceling and roads 

in it? Considering it is about the private lands, may there be commasation or collective 
redemption   and new allocation of the land?  
The existing traffic routes are not binding but it is desirable to be kept in the area constructed 
structures are formed at, whereby it is expected the sanation proposal, that is, kept traffic and 
other fund. When it refers to commasation, that is, urban realocation, the program task states the 
following:  
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 “… Cost effectiveness of proposed urban and architectural solutions is stated as significant item of 
the Study. Although it is necessary to present the complete image of economic justification of a 
solution, one element is distinguished here whose criteria are expenses of the investment and 
communal equipping and expropriation of the land. Having in mind the previously stated, it should 
consider the possibility of urban realocation and, with referece to economic justification of 
proposed Study, that is, urban architectural solution”.  
 
27. Is it possible to get digital orthophoto, that is, satellite image of the area?    

An insight into the satellite display of the the subject area may be made at the internet page of the  
Geo portal of the Real estate directorate of Montenegro.   
 
28. Is there a development strategy of the area of City quarter and the areas surrounding the 

University.    
Residential settlement City quarter belongs to a Detailed urban plan “Radoje Dakić”. The 
competition documents shall be supplemented by the planning documents comprising the area 
around Sadine and by a detailed urban plan “University center” comprising the buildings of 
technical   faculties of the University of Montenegro and Rectorate building.   
 
29. May students of architecture of master studies participate in the competition?   

Item 1, sub-item 1.6 of the competition announcement define the right of participation. In 
accordance with the stated in the sub-item 1.6, if the student of masters studies of architecture has 
acquired right to be the responsible person, it may be an author- individual or the leader of the 
author team. This person, in any case, may be a member of the author team.  
 
In Podgorica, 3 April 2018 

CAPITAL CITY PODGORICA 
JURY 

 


